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Background
• Cassava is often grown by resource-poor

farmers on marginal land and in biodiverse
habitats (Delaquis et al., 2018)

• 26 million ha cultivated 
throughout the global tropics (FAOSTAT, 2017). 

• 3.6 million ha in Asia - Thailand, Indonesia 
and Vietnam are the leading producers. 

• Recent cassava ‘boom’ in the Mekong
countries - Cambodia, Myanmar and Laos. 

• Cassava is part of China’s ‘going out’ strategy   
(Rutherford et al., 2008)
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(Cassava in Asia: Newby et., 2017)



Factors favouring cassava boom 

3Cassava cultivation in Southeast Asia in different phase (Newby et., 2017)
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How do processes of rural change manifest in the case of boom crops in Laos?

My PhD Research Questions

• What external factors lead farmers to adopt, continue and withdraw from boom crops? 
• What internal factors lead to farmers to adopt, continue and withdraw from boom crops?
• What are the consequences of adoption/non-adoption on case study households and communities?

• What are the past, current policies and future strategies of the Lao government for boom crops?
• What factors influence the Lao state agencies’ decisions about boom crops? 
• What value chain factors are most important in a crop ‘booming’?

Why and how do certain crops become boom crops in the context of Laos?

What do the results of questions 1 - 2 suggest as better policies 
for improving the sustainable livelihoods of farmers?



Methods
• Village selection: visit 5 villages in Feb 2019;

technical support and advice from CIAT and DAFO. 
• Fieldwork: February – April 2019

– Focus group discussions (male and female groups)
– In-depth interviews - 62 households 
– Interview with village chief
– Informal discussions with villagers  
– Observation
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External & internal factors impact farmers’ decision-making

Market-
driven 

a) Chinese starch 
factory in Paklai District
b) Market networks at 
Lao-Thai border

Policy-
driven

Local policy 
facilitation and 

regulation 

Farmer 
charact
eristics 

a) personal 
(age, gender, marital 
status)
B) Economic 
(income, assets, education) 
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Farmer’s desires 

Being  a farmer is 
hard work

Farmer’s 
perspectives

They saw their 
neighbours 

becoming wealthier 
from adopting 

cassava

External factors Internal  factors

Initial findings about adoption 



Evolution of cropping systems in case study villages
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Livelihood assets

Natural 
capital

Social 
capital

Financial 
capital

Human 
capital

Physical 
capital
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Land resource 
Min: 0 - 0.5 ha
Max: ~30 ha

- Social connections 
within community, 
government and/or 
business & traders

Occupation of household head
• On-farm: cultivation-cassava, 

maize and livestock 
• Off-farm: service providers,
• Education: primary & high school, 

and vocational training 

Permanent; semi-
permanent, bamboo house

House 
condition

Car, tractor, truck, motorbikeTransportation 

Large livestock (cow & 
buffalo), pig & poultryLivestock

Livelihood assets



Moving up or moving out? 
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MOVING OUT
Maize è Livestock 

and/or business

MOVING UP
Cassava specialist
Maize è cassava + 

livestock

DROPPING OUT
Daily labourer/

Landless/ labour shortage

HANGING ON
Dependent on cassava

Maize è cassava + daily 
labourer

Cassava dependency

In
co

m
e 

High 

Low 

High 
Low 

Adapted from Newby et al 2017



Livelihood typologies

Dropping-
out

Moving-
out

Moving-
up

Hanging-
on

Missing-
out 
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Family 
members 
falling ill 
and/or 

getting too 
old

From fully 
dependent 
on cassava 

to 
diversifying 
their farm

Upgrade 
their 

livelihood 
by opening 
businesses

Landless 
and 

dependent 
on cassava 

& daily 
labour

Never have 
chance to 

adopt 
cassava



Discussion and conclusions #1

• Farmers in Northern Laos, as elsewhere in Southeast Asia,
are riding the boom of cash crops
– The better-off and medium-wealth households è benefit from the boom 

– Some medium and the poorer households are still ‘hanging-on’ in the cycle of boom and bust, 
and some are ‘dropping out’. 

• Adoption remains a dynamic process
– Village 1 focuses on cattle rearing (agricultural policy of promoting livestock)

– Village 2 continues growing and expanding their cassava
– Cassava has a short-term planning horizon 

è farmers make a decision based on the cassava price of current year 

– Long-term planning: only the better-off and medium households plan to invest in fruit tree 
(durian, mango and lychee)
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• New “Clean agriculture policy” from Ministry of 
Agriculture and Forestry, defined as low cost production, 
free of chemicals, stable and sustainable. 

• Land competition for boom crops
– Cassava boom in Village 2 encouraged migration to the village 

– New boom crop? 
Arrival of banana plantation under ‘clean agriculture’ policy

• Cassava yield decrease è farmers are willing to apply fertilizer;
but they have limited knowledge and access to the appropriate 
fertilizers

– ACIAR + Govt. + private sector è fertilizer experiments and supply chains
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Discussion and conclusions #2 
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What’s next? 

Discussion and conclusions #3
Government 

What policies will 
facilitate farmers 
and the private 

sector to sustain 
cassava 

production?

Private sector
Is the private 

sector willing to 
work with farmers 

to improve 
technologies? 

Farmers’ 
perspective 

Long-term or short-
term planning 
Moving-up or 
moving-out?



Thank you 
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A farmer waits for her husband to transport cassava stems up to the hill 
@Kenthao district, Xayabouly Province, Laos


